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ReseaRch aRticle

3D Printed Graphene-Based 3000 K Probe

Zhiqiang Liang, Yonggang Yao, Bo Jiang, Xizheng Wang, Hua Xie, Miaolun Jiao, 
Chu Liang, Haiyu Qiao, Dylan Kline, Michael R. Zachariah, and Liangbing Hu*

High-temperature heating is ubiquitously utilized in material synthesis and 
manufacturing, which often features a rapid production rate due to the 
significantly improved kinetics. However, current technologies generally 
provide overall and steady-state heating, thereby limiting their applications 
in micro/nano-manufacturing that require selective patterning and swift 
heating. Herein, significantly improved control over small-scale heating 
is reported by utilizing 3D printed reduced-graphene-oxide (RGO) probe 
triggered by electrical Joule heating, which enables precise heating with 
high spatial (sub-millimeter scale) and temporal (milliseconds) resolutions. 
The block copolymer-modified aqueous-based RGO ink enabled 3D printing 
of high-precision structures, and a bio-inspired cellular microstructure is 
constructed to achieve control of the electrical conductivity and maximize 
structure robustness (benefit for efficient heating and operability). In 
particular, a thermal probe featuring a microscale tip with excellent 
heating capabilities (up to ≈3000 K, ultra-fast ramping rate of ≈105 K s−1, 
and durations in milliseconds) is fabricated. This thermal probe is ideal 
for surface patterning, as it is demonstrated for the selective synthesis of 
patterned metal (i.e., platinum and silver) nanoparticles on nano-carbon 
substrates, which is not possible by traditional steady-state heating. The 
material construction and heating strategy can be readily extended to a range 
of applications requiring precise control on high-temperature heating.
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rapid and scalable fabrication. In par-
ticular, ultra-high temperatures (>2000 K)  
are needed to fabricate materials that 
require extreme conditions, such as high-
entropy-alloy nanoparticles, ceramics, and 
high quality carbon fibers.[1] However, cur-
rent heating technologies feature bulky 
configurations that largely limit their 
spatial and temporal resolutions which 
are only able to offer overall and steady-
state heating; these capabilities alone 
are not ideal for micro/nanoscale syn-
thesis and manufacturing. For example, 
the conventional resistance furnace and 
microwave heating have limited tem-
peratures (≈1500 K) and ramping rates 
(≈10–20 K min−1), which are too slow for 
micro/nanoscale fabrication that often 
requires rapid heating/cooling to construct 
delicate nanostructures. In addition, such 
methods are only capable of bulk heating 
and cannot provide localized thermal pat-
terning capability, which is necessary for 
applications that require localized metallic 
nanoparticle patterning (e.g., fabrication 
of plasmonics enhanced optoelectronics).

The conventional patterning technolo-
gies, such as atomic force microscopy 

lithography, are not thermally applicable at high temperatures 
and are largely limited by time-consuming procedure and expen-
sive equipments.[2] Current localized heating technologies, such 
as thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL),[2b,3] despite having 
a high spatial resolution, are largely material or equipment 
dependent. In addition, their maximum sustainable heating 
temperature range (700–1000 °C) are limited and the processing 
speed is often low. Therefore, developing a high-precision high-
temperature heating source with superior heating and patterning 
capabilities is highly desirable for thermally driven micro/nano-
manufacturing, yet it remains an outstanding challenge.

Toward these aims, we report a 3D printed reduced-
graphene-oxide (denoted as RGO) thermal probe triggered by 
electrical Joule heating that functions as a high-temperature 
heating source with significantly improved spatial and tem-
poral resolutions for precise thermal patterning and nanoma-
terials synthesis (Figure 1). 3D printing provides a powerful 
tool to construct complex 3D structures in a broad range of 
sizes and structures, among which direct-ink-writing (DIW), 
electric-field-driven microscale 3D printing, and femtoliter 
ink meniscus guiding evaporation could enable microscale 
3D structures.[4] For example, Zhu et  al. combined their 

1. Introduction

High temperatures are ubiquitously used for materials syn-
thesis and manufacturing, providing not only high activation 
energy to drive the reaction, but also ultrafast kinetics to enable 
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electric-field-driven microscale 3D printing technology with a 
UV-assisted micro-transfer process to achieve rapid fabrication 
of micron-sized metal meshes with excellent optoelectronic 
properties, thus providing a promising path to address the chal-
lenge of cost-effective manufacture of metal meshes for trans-
parent glass heaters.[4e-g] In this work, the extrusion-based DIW 
method was used for probe construction due to its process 
simplicity and good compatibility to a variety of nanomaterials. 
In terms of materials, RGO was chosen to print the thermal 
probe due to its superior flexibility for 3D printing[5] as well as 
excellent thermal stability with a strong CC bond to withstand 
high temperatures.[6] As shown in Figure  1a, an optimized 
aqueous-based RGO ink with significant shearing behavior and 
adequate storage modulus (G′) was used for the printing of 
the RGO probe with a tunable size, shape, and geometry. The 
cellular microstructure (insets in Figure  1a,b) was designed to 
achieve a relatively high contact resistance compared with the 
dense structure thereby efficient Joule heating. In addition, the 
strongly bonded microscopic cellular structure also has good 
mechanical integrity with improved operability.[7]

The printed RGO probe (after thermal reduction) was assem-
bled on an alumina ceramic handle (Figure  1c) for electrical 
Joule heating operations. Figure 1c displays the operation of a 
representative RGO thermal probe that triggered by the input 
of a 500  mA driving current (i.e., Joule heating). Overall, the 
RGO thermal probe has excellent thermal stability and can 
achieve a high temperature of up to ≈3000 K, with an ultrafast 

heating/cooling rate of ≈105 K s−1 and a high temporal resolu-
tion down to millisecond level. Such a thermal probe with a 
microscale tip feature and excellent heating capabilities put 
forward an effective strategy for precise thermal patterning and 
nanomaterial synthesis. As a demonstration, metal nanoparti-
cles, including platinum (Pt) and silver (Ag), were rapidly syn-
thesized on nano-carbon substrates by the RGO thermal probe 
and in a flexible “direct writing” process (Figure  1d), without 
the need for a mask or additional development steps. The high 
spatial (sub-millimeter) and temporal (milliseconds) resolu-
tions, and excellent stability make this RGO thermal probe an 
ideal thermal source for non-equilibrium heating for material 
synthesizing, localized thermal treatment, and thermal-driven 
micro/nano-manufacturing where precise heating, in terms of 
both position and duration, is required.

2. Results and Discussion

Central to the extrusion-based 3D printing technique is the 
development of printable ink with suitable rheological proper-
ties, including significant shear thinning behavior, adequate 
initial storage modulus (G′) and yield stress (τy), which in turn, 
depend on the solid contents, additives, and solvent.[5b,8] The 
ink preparation processes are briefly shown in Figure 2a,b, 
including the pre-reduction of GO suspension, the concentra-
tion of the particularly reduced GO (RGO), and the mixing of 

Figure 1. 3D printing of RGO probes. a) Schematic diagrams of 3D printing of RGO probe. Insets: the cellular microstructure of the RGO probe 
(middle) and arrays of represented as-printed RGO probes (bottom). b) Cross-sectional SEM image of the RGO probe, which shows a cellular micro-
structure. The cellular microstructure of the RGO probe is expected to experience a high temperature due to larger contact resistance. c) Optical image 
of the operation of an RGO thermal probe at “off” and “on” states (≈3000 K). The RGO thermal probe device made by fixing the probe on an alumina 
ceramic handle with copper electrodes. The operation of the thermal probe is performed by supplying a driving current. d) Schematic demonstration 
of the thermal patterning of metal NPs on the substrate through a rapid radiative heating process by the high-temperature RGO thermal probe.
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Pluronic F−127 (see Methods in the Supporting Information 
for more details). The printable RGO ink (Figure  2b) features 
a low fluidity and self-supporting ability, as demonstrated by 
its lack of flow when sticked on a spoon (inset in Figure  2b). 
First, we synthesized large lateral-sized GO nanosheets feature 
a thickness of ≈0.8 nm and a lateral size ranging from ≈5 µm 
to several dozens of microns (Figure S1, Supporting Informa-
tion) by a modified Hummers method according to previous 
report.[9] Compared to smaller GO nanosheets, the inks com-
posed of GO nanosheets with larger lateral size have a higher 
storage modulus and shear viscosity in aqueous solution,[10] 
which helps to improve the printability for extrusion-based 
3D printing. We partially reduced the GO suspensions using 
the ascorbic acid (AA) aqueous solution as a weak reductant, 
which allows the GO sheets to gradually grow up to partially 
reduced GO micro-gel structure (Figure 2c).[11] In our previous 
work, it has been found that the reduction degree of the GO 

sheets largely affects the microstructure of the final prepared 
graphene structures.[7a] To obtain cellular microstructure via the 
freeze-casting treatment, the GO solution was partially reduced 
at 60  °C for 30–50 min, and the mass ratio of AA to GO was 
kept at 2:1. This suspension of partially reduced GO was then 
condensed to a high concentration printable ink using vacuum 
filtration. Pluronic F−127 (referred to hereafter as F127) aqueous 
solution (20 wt%, see Methods in the Supporting Information 
for more details) was used to further optimize water retention 
behavior as well as the stability the RGO ink (Figure 2c).[12]

We experimentally found that an aqueous-based ink with 
RGO concentration of ≈40 mg mL−1 can meet the requirements 
of 3D printing of the RGO probes in air without the need for 
any additional curing treatment during the printing process. 
We characterized the rheological properties of this RGO ink 
to investigate its printability. Figure 2d shows the apparent vis-
cosity of this ink decreases with the increasing shear rate on a 

Figure 2. Ink preparation, rheological properties and 3D printed RGO probes. Optical images of the a) GO suspension and the partially reduced GO 
(RGO) suspension by ascorbic acid, and b) the printable RGO ink. Inset is the aqueous-based RGO ink sticked on a spoon. c) Schematic illustration 
of the interconnection of the GO sheets during the slow reduction process, and the interconnection between the reduced GO sheets and F127 of the 
printable RGO ink. d) The apparent viscosity of the RGO ink as a function of the shear rate. Inset is the ink-filament being smoothly extruded from 
a fine nozzle. e) Storage modulus (G′) and loss (G″) modulus of the RGO ink as a function of the shear stress. f) 3D printing of RGO probes. g) 3D 
printing of linear RGO structures, including: saw-toothed- (top), S- (middle), and right-angle-shaped filaments (bottom) with a length of 20 mm. SEM 
images of h) surface and i) cross-section of the RGO probe before Joule heating.
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logarithmic scale, indicating a non-Newtonian fluid feature and 
a pronounced shear-thinning behavior.[5b] The shear-thinning 
behavior enables this ink to be extruded from the fine nozzle 
with diameter of 360 µm and form a stable ink-filament under 
adequate printing pressure (≈50−60 Psi) (inset in Figure  2d). 
Figure 2e displays the storage modulus (G′) and the loss mod-
ulus (G″) of the RGO ink as a function of the shear stress on a 
logarithmic scale. The G′ plateau (≈4 × 103 Pa) of the RGO ink 
is significantly higher than its G″ plateau (≈8 × 102 Pa), which 
is essential for the shape retention and self-supporting behavior 
of a newly printed filament during 3D printing.[5b] To further 
illustrate the self-supporting ability of this RGO ink, we investi-
gated the self-supporting ability of the ink filaments across the 
gap (as shown in Figure S2, Supporting Information), where 
the freshly extruded ink filaments did not bend and sag under 
their own gravity even when spanning a gap as wide as 7 mm, 
demonstrating excellent self-supporting capability. A scaffold 
structure (Figure S3, Supporting Information) has also been 
printed to demonstrate the self-supporting capability of RGO 
ink and the flexible direct-ink-writing 3D printing approach. 
In addition to shear thinning properties and moduli, water 
retention is also an important issue as it affects the stability 
of aqueous-based ink. We found that the aqueous RGO inks 
without F127 tend to become sticky and clogs the nozzle of 3D 
printer due to the water evaporation, while the RGO inks with 
F127 remains stable for a longer period of time without clog-
ging the fine nozzle.

By adjusting the printing parameters, (e.g., printing pres-
sure/speed and nozzle diameter), we directly printed the 
RGO probes using this RGO ink (Figure  2f). The representa-
tive RGO probes has a line width of ≈400  µm and height of 
12 mm. With this 3D printable ink, the size and shape of the 
RGO probe can be flexibly designed and printed by adjusting 
the printing parameters for meeting different heating require-
ments. Accordingly, we demonstrated three other kinds of 
structures, including saw-toothed-, S-, and right-angle-shaped 
filaments (Figure  2g and Figure S4: Supporting Information). 
In addition, we have printed smaller RGO probes with filament 
widths down to 100  µm (Figure S5, Supporting Information). 
We believe it will be possible to print micron-scale RGO probes 
by using the printing methods holds micron-level printing pre-
cision and optimizing RGO ink.

The as-printed RGO probes were immediately treated with 
liquid nitrogen to freeze the macrostructures and to create 
porous microstructure, followed by a freeze-drying process to 
remove water. Surface and cross-sectional scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images reveal the smooth surface (Figure 2h) 
and cellular porous internal microstructure (Figure  2i) of the 
3D printed RGO probe. It has been demonstrated that the 
cross-linked RGO sheets in the partially reduced RGO ink can 
be assembled into a microscopic cellular structure via a freeze 
casting treatment under the extrusion of ice crystal during the 
freezing process.[11] The cellular microstructure makes the RGO 
sheets have few internal contacts and therefore a larger con-
tact resistance, which could facilitate high-temperature Joule-
heating at a low input current. Additionally, the strongly bonded 
cellular microstructure offers a high mechanical strength which 
is beneficial for its shape retention during subsequent electrical 
Joule heating and surface patterning operations.[7a,13]

To enable position control during electrical Joule heating, 
we fixed the printed RGO probe on an alumina ceramic 
handle and attached the probe to copper electrodes by silver 
paste (Figure 3a). This configuration could be used for manu-
ally heating specific positions or combined with automation to 
enable programmatically controlled localized heating. Optical 
images reveal that the thickness, tip width, and height of this 
particular RGO probe are around 0.4, 1.5, and 12 mm, respec-
tively (Figure 3b). SEM images further characterized the small 
scale of this representative probe with a filament width of 
≈400  µm (Figure  3c,d). Figure  3e–g  show the front and side 
views of the RGO thermal probe in which we applied dif-
ferent driving currents of 200, 300, and 400  mA, respectively. 
This operation has also been recorded in Video S1 (Supporting 
Information) to show how the brightness of the thermal probe 
changes with the input power. The increased brightness of 
the probe with increasing input current indicates increasing 
temperature, as we characterize later. Similar to the tip feature 
probe, the RGO filament feature probes can also be triggered 
by electrical Joule heating to function as high−temperature 
thermal source (Figure  3h–j and Video S2: Supporting 
Information).

To reveal the effect of high-temperature Joule heating on 
the structure and electrical conductivity of the RGO probe, we 
characterized the change of RGO material before and after the 
electrical Joule heating process. After applying steady electrical 
Joule heating at a driving current of 400  mA (≈2400  K), the 
RGO probe exhibited a notable increase of conductivity (red 
curve in Figure  3k) due to the reduction and graphitization 
of RGO at the high temperature.[14] Structurally, as shown 
Figure 3I, after Joule heating the RGO probe exhibited a high-
intensity graphitic (IG) band and low-intensity disordered (ID) 
band compared with the as-printed RGO probe, which indicates 
a high degree of graphitic structure after Joule heating.[15] The 
ID/IG ratio decreased from 0.95 in the as-printed RGO probe 
to 0.3 in the Joule-heating-reduced RGO probe, indicating 
that the number of defects in the reduced RGO probe signifi-
cantly decreased. In addition, in our previous work, it has been 
demonstrated that the C/O atomic ratio significantly increases 
from 7.84 in the 1000-K-reduced RGO film to 130.6 in the 
3000-K-reduced RGO film.[14] We also employed X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) to investigate the crystalline structures (Figure 3m), 
which shows the Joule-heating-treated RGO thermal probe 
exhibits a sharp peak at ≈26.316°, while the as-printed RGO 
probe shows a relatively broad peak at ≈23.158°, confirming 
the high graphitic crystallinity induced by the high-temperature 
Joule heating.

Thermogravimetric (TG) analysis (Figure S6, Supporting 
Information) reveals that F127 will be thermally decomposed/
carbonized when heated to ≈650–700 K in nitrogen atmosphere 
during the pre-annealing process, which will not affect the 
structural stability of the RGO probe that is mainly composed 
of cross-linked graphene flakes. Comparing among the SEM 
images before (Figure 2h,i) and after Joule heating (Figure S7, 
Supporting Information), it was found that the probe after 
Joule heating features a cellular microstructure similar to 
that of probe before Joule heating, which indicates that Joule 
heating has no significant effect on its microstructure. The 
pre-annealing and Joule heating treatments greatly reduces 
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and graphitizes the RGO probe and ensures its stable high-
temperature Joule heating performance. Different with metals 
such as tungsten and tantalum, carbon material has a higher 
melting point and sublimation point (3915 K) in vacuum due 
to the strong CC bond,[6a] which is important for the heating/
synthesis operations under vacuum. To avoid the use of glove-
box, we also explored placing the RGO probe in a plastic hose 
with a certain flow of argon gas to initially enable Joule-heating 
operation outside the glove box (Figure S8, Supporting Infor-
mation) for a short time (≈30 s). Nevertheless, to realize the 
use of RGO probes in air ambient, further modifications are 
needed in future work.

To investigate the high-temperature heating performances of 
the RGO thermal probe, we measured its temperatures under 
different driving currents. Prior to the temperature measure-
ment, we applied a steady Joule heating to the pre-annealed 
RGO probe at a driving current of 400 mA (≈7.4 W) to further 
reduce the RGO probe and stabilize its resistance. The tem-
peratures of the RGO probes were calculated according to the 
color ratio pyrometry recorded by a high-speed camera that is 

sensitive to the visible light spectrum (see Methods for more 
details). Figure 4a schematically shows how we monitored 
the temperature of the RGO thermal probe by a high-speed 
camera. A slow-motion video of the high-temperature RGO 
thermal probe driven by a current of 500 mA was recorded at 
5000 frames pre-second (fps) (Video S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). The current-time response curve (Figure S9, Supporting 
Information) with a current pulse of 1 millisecond shows that 
the RGO has the capability to achieve a high temporal resolu-
tion down to 1 millisecond. However, a short ramp-up time is 
still required to heat the RGO probe from room temperature to 
ultra-high temperatures (≈3000 K) by Joule heating. The calcu-
lated temperatures (Figure 4b, red curve) shows that the RGO 
probe can be turned on and reach ≈2740 K from room tem-
perature in ≈7 milliseconds after the power was supplied, and 
turned off from ≈2900 K to produce no emission in less than 
10  ms, exhibiting extreme heating and cooling ramping rates 
on the order of 105 K s−1 and therefore a high temporal resolu-
tion (milliseconds). The emission plot over time in Figure  4b 
(blue curve) is the intensity of visible light emitted by the RGO 

Figure 3. High-temperature RGO thermal probes triggered by electrical Joule heating. a) Schematic diagram of the side (left) and front (right) views of 
the RGO thermal probe on an alumina ceramic handle attached to copper electrodes. b) Optical images of the front (left) and side (right) views of the 
RGO thermal probe with a narrow tip width (1.5 mm), a thin filament thickness of ≈400 µm, and a height of 12 mm. The size and shape of the RGO 
thermal probe can be easily adjusted by the printing program and nozzle diameter. c,d) The front and side view SEM images of the RGO probe. Scale 
bar is 500 µm. e–g) Front and side images of the RGO thermal probe under high temperature operations at input currents of 200, 300, and 400 mA, 
respectively. Optical images of the operation of with h) S−, i) saw−toothed− and j) right−angle−shaped RGO filament feature probes triggered by the 
applying current of 300 mA. k) The voltage as a function of the driving current for the RGO thermal probe before and after the Joule heating treatment. 
l) Raman spectra and m) XRD patterns of the RGO thermal probe before and after high-temperature Joule heating treatment.
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probe recorded by a Vision Research Phantom Miro M110 high-
speed camera. This curve is simply estimated by summing all 
of the pixel light intensity values frame-by-frame in a video and 
then normalizing the values by the summed light intensity in 
the brightest frame.

Figure 4c reveals that the intensity of the radiation spectra of 
the RGO probe increases with the increasing current applied 
(i.e., power). The calculated mean temperature and the resist-
ance of the RGO probe as a function of the input power are 
summarized in Figure  4d. The images of the RGO thermal 
probe recorded by the high-speed camera at different driving 
input currents are also presented in Figure  4e. The calculated 
mean temperature of the probe is ≈2897 K when the input cur-
rent is 500 mA, and the maximum temperature is higher than 
3000 K. Importantly, the temperature nearly linearly increases 
with the input power, which allowed us to easily adjust the 
working temperature of the RGO thermal probe. We believe the 
near-linear relationship between the temperature and power in 
the low input power range (0.65–20.48 W) is due to the prin-
ciple of Joule-heating and the stable resistance of the RGO 
derived from pre-annealing. Therefore, although the high-
temperature generated by the subsequent Joule heating will 
further reduce the RGO and improve its graphitization level, 
the decrease in resistance is relatively negligible. In addition, 
the cellular microstructure of the RGO sheets has few internal 
contacts inside the RGO probe and therefore a larger contact 
resistance, which also allows the RGO to maintain a relatively 

high resistance after the high-temperature Joule heating, facili-
tating high-temperature Joule heating at low input currents.

As the input power increases to over 20.48 W, high-
temperature thermal emission becomes important. The slope 
of temperature-power curve decreases accordingly and slightly 
deviates from the linear relationship. The emission intensity of 
the RGO probe at a fixed input current (500  mA) (Figure  4f) 
shows that the RGO can be turned on and off and maintains a 
constant emission intensity. In principle, light intensity of an 
emitting body scales with temperature and therefore one could 
think of the light intensities as analogues of temperature pro-
files. The stable emission intensity is therefore indicative of the 
good high-temperature stability of the RGO probe. The flick-
ering of RGO thermal probe (Video S4, Supporting Informa-
tion) by inputting a pulsed current also indicates the excellent 
pulse thermal heating capability and good stability of the probe.

As characterized above, this high-temperature RGO thermal 
probe has the following distinct advantages over traditional 
heating techniques: 1) a flexible heating-probe shape design 
with a microscale tip feature made possible by 3D printing; 
2) highly controllable and stable heating (extreme temperature, 
ultrafast ramping rates) with a high temporal resolution (mil-
liseconds) made possible by electrical Joule heating. These fea-
tures make the RGO thermal probe an ideal heating source for 
materials synthesis and manufacturing, such as patterning of 
metal nanoparticles (NPs) which requires both spatial and tem-
poral control over the heating process. As a proof of concept, 

Figure 4. High temperature heating performance of RGO probe under Joule heating. a) Schematic diagram of the operation of RGO probe in the 
glove-box with argon atmosphere and temperature monitoring by a high-speed camera and spectrometer. b) The temporal evolution of emission 
and temperature during the rapid Joule-heating process. c) The emission spectra of an RGO probe Joule-heated under different input powers. d) The 
temperatures of the electrical Joule-heated RGO thermal probe as a function of the input power. e) Images recorded by the high-speed camera of the 
RGO probe under different input powers. f) The RGO probe can be stably turned on and off without degradation.
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we used an RGO probe device to perform the thermal shock 
synthesis of Pt and Ag NPs on nano-carbon substrates by rap-
idly heating and quenching the substrates pre-loaded with 
metal salt precursors (Figure 5a). Nano-carbons were chosen 
as the substrate because the metal nanoparticles hosted in 
carbon matrices are ubiquitous for various applications, such 
as (electro-) catalysis and energy storage.[16] To precisely control 
the position and movement of the RGO thermal probe, we fixed 

the alumina ceramic handle of the device on a 3D motion plat-
form, as shown in Figure 5b. RGO films with smooth surface 
morphology (Figure S10a,b: Supporting Information) are used 
as substrates. The carbon nanofiber (CNF) films (Figure S10c,d: 
Supporting Information) were also used as substrate to verify 
the compatibility of this method with substrate surface mor-
phology. Prior to the radiative heating thermal shock treatment 
by the high-temperature RGO thermal probe, we dipped the 

Figure 5. Synthesis of Pt and Ag nanoparticles by the RGO thermal probe. a) Schematic demonstration of the thermal patterning of metal NPs on the 
surface of a nano-carbon substrate through a rapid radiative heating process by the high-temperature RGO thermal probe. b) Optical image of the 
setup and its operation for the fabrication of Pt NPs on an RGO film using the high-temperature thermal probe triggered by electrical Joule heating. 
c) SEM image of the platinum chloride precursor aggregates deposited on the RGO film. d,e) SEM images of Pt NPs on the RGO film after the high-
temperature synthesis. Inset is the size distribution histogram of the Pt NPs on the RGO surface. f) The high-resolution TEM image of the Pt NPs 
indicating the lattice spacing is 0.19 nm, which corresponds to the (200) crystalline plane. g−i) SEM and TEM images of the Ag NPs synthesized on 
CNFs. j) SAED pattern of the Ag NPs. Scalebar in the inset is 500 nm. k−i) Schematic of RGO probe-based thermal scanning lithography for the fabri-
cation of a plasmon field-effect transistor k), and the selective reduction of GO to interdigitated RGO electrodes l).

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2021, 2102994
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ethanol solution of H2PtCl6 (0.05 mol L−1) onto RGO film as a 
Pt precursor, with a loading of ≈5 × 10−6 mol cm−2 (Figure 5c). 
In a typical radiative heating thermal shock treatment pro-
cess, the high temperature thermal probe was swept across 
the surface of the H2PtCl6-decorated RGO film in an argon 
atmosphere.

Figure  5d,e reveals that in the area swept by the probe con-
tained numerous Pt NPs uniformly dispersed on the surface of 
the RGO substrate. The size distribution histogram was further 
calculated from 100 Pt particles and presented in the inset in 
Figure 5e, showing an average size of 36 nm. A high-resolution 
TEM image (Figure 5f) further reveals the 0.19 nm lattice fringe 
spacing of the NPs, corresponding to the (200) crystalline plane 
of a face-centered cubic (fcc) platinum crystalline structure.[17] 
The synthesis of metal nanoparticles by the rapid thermal shock 
method includes the following two processes: 1) the thermal 
decomposition of metal salts under high-temperature and 2) 
the metal particles nucleation and growth.[1b,18] In the process, 
the high temperature drives the salt decomposition while the 
short radiative heating duration is critical to avoid coarsening 
and aggregation.[18a,19] In contrast, conversional heating method 
are difficult to have accurate temporal and spatial control, which 
often leads to NP agglomeration. Since this is a rapid and non-
equilibrium synthesis process, the metal NPs often exhibit a 
spherical shape to minimize the surface energy. By adjusting the 
heating duration and/or the amount of loaded metal salts, the 
size and amount of metal NPs could be controlled. Furthermore, 
due to the precisely controlled temperature of the thermal probe, 
various metal NPs can be synthesized by adjusting the tempera-
ture higher than the decomposition temperatures of the corre-
sponding salt precursors.[1b,18a]

To illustrate the universal applicability of this method in 
the synthesis and patterning of metal NPs, Ag NPs were also 
synthesized on a CNF film using AgNO3 as the salt precursor. 
Figure  5g–i shows that Ag NPs with diameters ranging from 
≈20–50 nm were deposited on the CNF surfaces through a high-
temperature thermal shock process. The multi-ringed selected 
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern suggests that the Ag 
NPs are polycrystalline (Figure  5j). Similar to the tip feature 
probe, by placing the film preloaded with metal salt precursor 
close to the filament feature probes (Figure S11, Supporting 
Information), NPs could also be rapidly synthesis on sub-
strate by adjusting the temperature and time of electrical Joule 
heating without moving the thermal source and the film. The 
distribution of the NPs synthesis using this method would con-
sistent with the geometry of the RGO filaments, which is con-
ducive to more convenient and rapid preparation of patterned 
NPs. As an example, by placing H2PtCl6-decorated CNF films 
close to the RGO filaments (Figure S11a, Supporting Informa-
tion) and performing a pulsed electrical Joule heating (0.5 s), 
the Pt NPs were synthesized in the area close to the RGO fila-
ment feature probes (Figure S11b,c: Supporting Information).

The great tunability of the RGO probe allows for flexible con-
trol of the scanning path of the probe tip, which in turn allows 
us to precisely pattern metal NPs in selected areas on the sub-
strate. As a proof-of-concept, we prepared a S-shaped Ag NPs 
pattern on the surface of CNF film (Figure S12, Supporting 
Information). This result indicates that it is feasible to use the 
RGO probe in a thermal scanning probe lithography approach 

for fast integrating metal NPs in a selected region, which poten-
tially enables rapid construction of plasma-enhanced devices 
(Figure 5k). The patterning capability and resolution of NPs via 
this approach depends on the size of the probe, the distance 
between the probe tip and the substrate surface (Figure  S13, 
Supporting Information), and the probe temperature. The 
probes with smaller sizes can naturally create finer patterns 
with higher resolution. Considering the scope of this work, 
detailed optimization and fine-tuning of the RGO probes and 
their combination with probe temperature, precursor loading, 
and radiation distance on the minimum patterning dimensions 
will be carried out in the future. Additionally, this facile and fast 
thermal patterning process also provides a potentially effective 
strategy for patterned reduction of GO film to RGO electrodes 
(Figure 5l) and materials cutting (Figure S14, Supporting Infor-
mation). Therefore, by integrating 3D printing with electrical 
Joule heating, we have provided an effective strategy for high 
precision thermal-driven micro/nano-manufacturing with pre-
cise spatial and temporal resolution. Importantly, according to 
the heating requirement, the size and geometry of the RGO 
probe can be easily adjusted by changing the printing param-
eters, which provides great flexibility of heating operation and 
potentially expands its application.

3. Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrated that 3D printed RGO thermal 
probes triggered by electrical Joule heating can function as 
high-performance heating sources with high spatial and tem-
poral resolutions for micro/nanoscale thermal patterning and 
nanomaterial synthesis. The good flexibility and controllability 
of the extrusion-based 3D printing strategy enables the size, 
shape, and geometry of the RGO thermal probe to be flexibly 
designed and tuned according to the heating requirements. The 
RGO thermal probe is thermally stable and can achieve tem-
peratures of up to ≈3000 K, with an ultrafast heating/cooling 
rate and a high temporal resolution (milliseconds), enabling 
the extreme and non-equilibrium heating that is highly desir-
able for thermal patterning and nanomaterial synthesis. As 
a demonstration, we used the RGO thermal probe to pattern 
metal NPs (Pt and Ag) on nano-carbon substrates coated with 
metal salt precursors by precisely control the heating loca-
tion and duration. Therefore, we provided an effective heating 
strategy for high precision thermal-driven surface pattern and 
micro/nano-manufacturing. We also anticipate this 3D printed 
thermal probe can be readily extended to a range of applica-
tions where precise heating (position and duration) is required.
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